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Answer the following questions

(25 msrks)
(l-a) Discuss the pre-breakdown discharges phenomena

(l-b) Compare between breakdown gradient characterist ics of impulse, alternating and D.C I oltages

considering rod-plane gapS.

(1-c) Discuss briefly the effect of atmospheric conditions, densiq' of air, and humidiq on flashor er

r.oltage of high voltage insulators.

(25 marks)
(2-a) Explain the Obenaus flashover model of high voltage insulators considering ph1'sical, and electrical

tr :ls.

(2-b) Discuss the methods that used to avoid flashover in high voltage insulators.

Question 3 (25 marks)

(3-a) Discuss the lightning mechanism including upward and downward initiated discharge.

(3-b) Write short notes on: Shielding failures - Backflashover

(3-c) Compare the performance characteristics of silicon carbide arrester with a zinc oxide arrester.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of each?

(3-d) Explain how to select surge arrester rating in extra high voltage system. Give an example.

(25 murks)

(-l-a) Compare befrveen the different extra high voltage cable types considering their constructions and
ir lat ion propert ies.

(-l-b) Classift the cooling fypes of extra high voltage cables with declaring the laying methods in the soil.

(4-c) A 3-phase 275 kV cable system consisting of 3 single-core cables is designed to operate at a

maximum voltage of 287 kV, line-to-line. Its life is expected to be 30 years. In the factory, a 15 minute test

is intended to be given. Taking n : 12, calculate the magnitude of test voltage to be applied between

conductor and sheath that will simulate service conditions using maximum continuous voltage as the

basis for design.
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